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Samsung Update, September 11, 2019 (7:00 AM ET): Samsung Galaxy A50s and A30s are now available in India. Handsets are priced to compete with models such as Realme X, Redmi Note 7 Pro and other premium offers. Head below for more information on pricing and availability. The Samsung Galaxy E50 and E30 are just two of
the many models combined with Samsung's 2019 budget. Between large batteries and slick OLED displays, it's difficult to argue that the Korean company is not offering solid A-Series devices this year. Now, Samsung is back with the Galaxy A50s and Galaxy A30s, and while they are mostly the same as their predecessors, they also offer
a couple of great upgrades. Starting with the Galaxy A50s, Samsung has upgraded the initial A50 25MP camera to a 48MP shooter (possibly samsung GM-1 or GM-2). The rest of the triple rear camera setup is unchanged though, so that means an ultra-wide snapper (123 degree field of view) and a 5MP depth sensor. Otherwise, you can
expect the same core specs on the Galaxy A50. Phone ships with an namless Exynos Octa core chip (SamMobile says it has exynos 9610), 4GB to 6GB of RAM, and 64GB to 128GB expandable storage. Other details include a 4,000mAh battery with a 15-watt charge, a 32MP selfie camera in the water slot, and a 6.4-inch OLED screen
(FHD+) with a fingerprint sensor on the screen. What about the Galaxy A30s? Samsung, meanwhile, the Galaxy A30 was originally shipped with dual rear camera launches (16MP and ultra-wide 5MP), but has already received galaxy A50 rear cameras. In other words, you're getting an initial 25MP shooter, an ultra-wide 8MP camera, and
a 5MP depth sensor. The Galaxy A30s also ships with fingerprint sensors on display, in front of the previous model's rear scanner. The A30s also serves up an namless Octa core chip (said exynos 7904), 3GB to 4GB of RAM, 32GB to 128GB expandable storage. Other notable tidbits include a 4,000mAh battery with a 15-watt charge, a
16MP selfie camera in the water slot, and a 6.4-inch HD+ OLED display. Phones will be available on Black Crush Charter, White Crush Charter, Green Crush Charter, and Purple Crush Charter.Galaxy A30s at Rs. Priced 16,999 (~$237) for RAM only 4GB and 64GB SKU storage. On the other hand the Samsung Galaxy A50s range
between 24999 and Rs. 26,999 (~$350 and ~$376) for 4GB/128GB models and 6GB/128GB. Both phones will be available through Samsung retail stores, Samsung electronics stores as well as e-commerce portals such as Amazon and Flipkart.Do you buy a Galaxy A-Series phone over devices from other brands? Give us your thoughts
below? AT&amp;T on Tuesday began sending Android 5.0.1 to the Samsung Galaxy S4. This means that if you have an AT&amp;T customer with the device, keep your eyes peeled for updates. It is quite a heavy file, weighing in at 947MB in size. Code The bar browser and Softcard apps are removed from the Galaxy S4 from the phone
with this update, which has a build number of LRX22C.1337UCUGOC3.Update adds new UI design materials, battery features including longer battery life and residual time to charge data, and the ability to access the quick settings menu by swipeing two fingers down from the top of the screen. Priority Mode allows only certain types of
notifications to be read, and the smart lock allows you to pair your phone or tablet with a secure device such as a car or wearable. Because the update is rather great, AT&amp;T is demanding that you connect to a Wi-Fi pipeline when downloading and installing it. And when it comes to your battery, you need to make sure your cell is at
least 50% charged before starting the update process. Since the update goes on waves, it may reach your phone for a few days. So if you're looking for Android 5.0.1 on your AT&amp;T brand Samsung Galaxy S4 and it's not there, there's no need to panic. The update will eventually hit your phone. Source: AndroidCentral Subscribed To
Our Newsletter! Galaxy Tab A 8.0 is the newest device from Samsung to get a long-awaited Android 10 update. After the international version of the tablet was updated to Android 10 almost two months ago, the US carrier picked up its updates and rollouts just weeks ago. Verizon Galaxy Tab 8.0 received an update two weeks ago, while
AT&amp;T recently kicked off a rollout of its Android 10 update for the affordable tablet. There is nothing new included in the last update of the July security patch, at least that's what at&amp;T's official change suggests. What at&amp;T Galaxy Tab 8.0 owners should keep in mind is that this is a fairly sizeable update that requires at least
1.2GB of storage. Also, you should be looking for firmware version T387AAUCU2CTH2 if you want to upgrade your tablet to Android 10.It's worth noting that Android 10 updates for Samsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0 (2018) can be downloaded via Wi-Fi or at&amp;T network. Although the update should remove any data from your tablet, it is
recommended to support your media files to an SD card or computer before upgrading the software. Subscribe to our newsletter! Back in May, Samsung Galaxy Tab was updated to gingerbread over in Italy. In the United States, the U.S. cellular regional carrier is currently updating the Samsung Galaxy tab to Android 2.3.5. The 7-inch
tablets launched with Froyo so users of the Galaxy tabs in the US cellular pipeline are going to feel as if they have a brand new device in their hands. The US cellular version of the Samsung Galaxy tab is getting gingerbread according to changelog, updates brings VPN support, improving volume control when playing a video or watching
a movie while using a headset. Security improved with some Google-like security patches Revoke libpng certificate and security updates. The update also removes an automatic reception for pairing Bluetooth with Handsfree Profile. This now prevents a nearby third party from being able to automatically connect to Bluetooth HFP and
possibly get your contact data. The next bit of news about updating is no biggie for those who know their way around the USB port. The update will be OTA download and installation which means you have to link to a Windows PC using a USB cable. To get android 2.3.5 updates for your Galaxy tab, go to sourcelink and scroll down until
you see your tablet photo. In addition, Samsung has released a page of answers to some of the questions related to this update that may be floating in your mind. Just click on the link to get there. And of course, when you update your Samsung Galaxy tab to Gingerbread, you'll let us know how your tablet has changed after the update.
Once you're ready, simply drop our comment in the box below!Source: US Cellular via our AndroidCentral Joint Newsletter! See all prices (2526 found) Show DealsWith Galaxy A50, Samsung tries to rebuild its dominance at high levels of the interseal smartphone market. This leads the current package of fresh A-Series with features such
as three cameras, a U-shaped slot design and a 4,000mAh battery. Then, there's the fingerprint sensor on the screen, which is a distinctive feature that's more seen on premium phones. This only increases the value interest for galaxy A50 money. The A50 lands at the price point which is mainly dominated by Xiaomi's most affordable
flagship smartphone, poco F1, Nokia 7.1 and OPPO K1, the only other phone with fingerprint sensors on display, at reasonable prices. As such, the Galaxy A50 has a lot to prove it will be regarded as a serious contender in the funding sector. The Galaxy A50 retails starting at $350/£309/AU$500 Rs 19,990 for the type with 4GB of RAM
and 64GB storage. It is also available with 6GB of RAM in India for Rs 22,990, although this is not available in most other areas. Interested buyers can choose between black, white and blue color options. DesignPicking up the Galaxy A50 in hand, it immediately feels very polished. The phone features a sandwich-type chassis design with
polycarbonate edges that joins the screen and rear panel. While the company has gone down with a screen that has noticed that it should effectively have a narrow bezel, they are fairly noticeable, especially on the chin. The rear panel is where Samsung has done some real magic. There's a reflective coating that scatters light through the
plastic shell and makes for some really attractive colors. That's something we've never seen much before, and the colors reflected by the back of the Galaxy A50 make it stand out from the general league of other phones. Even if I said that, back. The phone is Lynette's fingerprints and magnet, and we found ourselves cleaning the phone
often. Samsung provides a silicone case in the box but due to the lustrous finish at the back, we are reluctant to apply it on the A50. The phone is shiny at 7.7 mm, with the 3.5mm headphone jack and USB-C joined together at the rear of the device with power and volume buttons. There's a speaker grill on the bottom edge that's fairly
loud. On the back, the vertical module of three cameras is located in the top left corner with the LED arrow below. The Samsung logo comes with the reflective nature of the back panel makes for some very eye-pleasing rainbow rainbows. As a matter of fact, we got our hands on the black color model of the Galaxy A50 and not once has it
given us an even closer impression to a darker shade. Even though the phone is more plastic except for the front screen, the back of the phone doesn't look and feels like plastic where Samsung scores some extra points from us. Overall, the Galaxy A50 has been built into solid, sleek and we've impressed how Samsung has gone about
with the rear panel design. DisplayAt 6.4 inches across, the super AMOLED panel used by the Galaxy A50 looks tall and beautiful. The screen got full HD+ (2340 x 1080 pixels) resolution, pixel ratio density of 404 ppi and 19.5:9 aspect ratio. It has a U-shaped gap on the front that allows a screen-to-body ratio of 91.6%, and makes it one
of the better phones to consume content on.  The front plate is topped with an extra layer of gorilla glass 3 to prevent it from scratching and scuff marks. Samsung's infinity U display is the least influential type of slot design that allows screen properties to get the most out of the regular slot. This is especially useful for users who primarily
consume a lot of content on their smartphones. Due to the use of AMOLED panels, the color looked vibrant with good contrast and saturation. The screen is bright but has a slightly warmer tone, but it's not something that hinders the viewing experience. We encountered some early hiccups with automatic brightness where it was activated
manually even after it was disabled. This is something that can be fixed through software updates, which we hope to see in the future. Due to its price, the Galaxy A50 brings in a new AMOLED flavor to the budget phone market and further enhances the visual experience offered by it. CameraSamsung deploys three cameras on the A50
which consists of an initial 25MP camera with df/1.7 DF, a 5MP depth sensing camera with DF/2.2DF and an ultra-wide 8MP angle lens with a 123 degree field of view. Samsung has also included features such as AR Emoji and Hyperlapsem, and cameras on the Galaxy A50 can also detect different scenes and optimize the image
accordingly. There is a hit-and-miss situation with live focus, as is the camera Managed to 'see' the depth in an image. It took a while but we managed to get some good shots eventually. Testing the camera, we photographed in a range of environments and settings to see how it really works. The A50 takes better shots during daylight and
performs poorly at night. During the day or in well-lit environments, the camera is able to pick up good details with precise colors and dynamic proportions. However, in low-light conditions, the sensor can't capture the details at all. The third ultra wide angle sensor gives a different perspective to the frame and should be a point of interest
to enthusiasts. Samsung has made a good decision to go with an incredibly wide camera as it opens up new possibilities towards more advanced mobile photography. This is commendable and we expect the company to develop on it. A few photos we took in a dim environment came out to be full of seeds and little detail. There is too
much overprocessing happening here which is why it dud in dim photography. Our daylight photos were full of detail, identifiable texture, precise colors and contrast. We'll say that the camera is enough to be able to pull out some instagram-worthy images, and that's going to take some practice, but looking for anything more than that
would be waiting too much. Figure 1 of 19Image 2 of 19Image 3 of 19Image 4 of 19Image 5 of 19Image 6 of 19Image 7 of 19Image 8 of 19Image 9 of 19Image 10 of 19Image 11 of 19 19Image 12 of 19Image 13 of 19Image 14 of 19Image 15 of 19Image 16 of 19Image 17 of 19Image 18 of 19Image 19 of 19Also Read: Realme 3 review
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